for all yeH for which this limit exists. The operator L is linear and closed with dense domain, ®(L) (see [1] ). It is shown in [2] that L is maximal dissipative in the sense that 
(
and L being maximal with respect to this property. Since [U«] is a semi-group as well as a group of operators, the infinitesimal generator L of [U f ] also shares these properties; however in the case of a group of unitary operators ΐL is in addition self-ad joint. The purpose of this note is to study the relation between L and L. It turns out that L is a restriction of L only when L is maximal symmetric. In general L is neither a restriction nor a projection of L; in fact ®(L) Π H may contain only the zero element. Nevertheless we shall obtain H, L, and [U t ] directly from L, our principal tool being the discrete analogue of the above theorem, which is also due to Sz.-Nagy [4] Proof. Let S be a contraction operator, set $(S) = [#; Sy + y = θ], and denote the projection operator with range $(S) by P s . Then the ergodic theorem (see [3, pp. 400-406] ) asserts that st. lim (n + l)"
1^ (~Sf = P* and that SP^ -P S S -~P S . We apply this result first to J and then to J. Making use of (4) we see that PP j2 / = P J?/ , ye H.
As noted above P 3 = Θ, so that PPjP = Θ. Actually PjP = Θ; for otherwise there would exist a yeH with P^y Φ θ so that which is impossible. Thus PjP = Θ and hence Q(J) is orthogonal to H. But this means that
and we infer that J n H is orthogonal to ,3(J) for all n. The minimal property of H therefore requires that $(J) -θ.
J has no eigenvalues of absolute value one, then neither does J and hence that both E(σ) and F(σ) are strongly continuous in σ-. Conversely, F((τ) is strongly continuous then as is readily verified
It then follows from the ergodic theorem that g{ -exp(iju)J] = θ and hence that J has no eigenvalues of absolute value one.
Then L generates a strongly continuous group of unitary operators [U t -oo < t < oo] such that (7) y,^0 and [\J t H; -oo < t < oo] spans H.
Proof. It follows from the above lemma that (I + J) is one-to-one and hence that L is well-defined. Morever ®(L) = 31(1 + J) is necessarily dense in H since otherwise (I + J*) would nullify some non-zero vector and since J' 1 = J* the same would be true of (I + J). Further it is clear that iL is the Cayley tranform of iJ and hence L generates a strongly continuous group of unitary operators which we shall denote by [UJ. In order to verify (7) we proceed to represent the resolvent R(λ, L) = (λl -L)-1 in terms of J for λ > 0. We see from (5) Suppose next that λy -Ly =/. Replacing y by u as in (8) we obtain
Again making use of (8) Let P o be the projection of H onto H o . Then clearly U^HoCHo for all real t, and since U t * = U_c the same is true of the orthogonal complement to H o . As a consequence P 0 Uf = U^Po for all real t. Hence for
Thus P o commutes with L and hence with J. But since H is obviously contained in H o we have
The minimal property of H asserted in Theorem B therefore implies that H = H o . This concludes the proof of the theorem. It should be noted that since ih is self-adjoint, the largest restriction to H of %L will be symmetric. On the other hand if iL is symmetric then it is easily verified that J is an isometry and hence that J is an extension of J; in this case then L will be an extension of L. to J and L asserts that for each {τj n }e^(L) there is a {μJeH such that
